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CUPERTINO, Calif:  Apple Inc on Tuesday rolled
out its much-anticipated iPhone X, a glass and
stainless steel device with an edge-to-edge dis-
play that Chief Executive Tim Cook called “the
biggest leap forward since the original iPhone.”

The launch contained few surprises, with
leaked details on the phone and other products
including an updated Apple Watch proving
largely accurate. But the iPhone X’s $999 price
still raised eyebrows, and its Nov 3 ship date
prompted questions about possible supply con-
straints ahead of the holiday season. Investors
and fans have viewed the 10th-anniversary
iPhone launch as an opportunity for Apple to
refresh a smartphone lineup that had lagged the
competition in new features. Last year the com-
pany’s revenue declined when many consumers
rejected the iPhone 7 as being too similar to the
iPhone 6. The new Apple Watch for the first time
will be able to make calls and access the internet
without the customer carrying an iPhone-a
major upgrade that one analyst predicted would
more than double watch sales.  The iPhone X has
wireless charging, an infrared camera and hard-
ware for facial recognition, which replaces the
fingerprint sensor for unlocking the phone. The
home button is also gone, and users instead tap
the device to wake it up.

Apple normally ships new products within a
week or two of announcing them, though the
company said the later date was consistent with
earlier guidance to investors. “It’s great to have a
product but we’d have liked it sooner rather than
later, more like the beginning of October or mid-
October,” said Kim Forrest, senior equity research
analyst at Fort Pitt Capital Group in Pittsburgh.

Apple shares closed down 0.4 percent. They had
traded as much as 1 percent higher during the
launch event before reversing course. The shares
are up almost 40 percent on the year. Tim Ghriskey,
chief investment officer of Solaris Asset
Management in New York, said he was not worried
about the ship date and liked the new phones fea-
tures, but also flagged a lack of surprises.

“It’s sell on the news,” he said. “They didn’t talk
about the evolution of Apple beyond the iPhone
and into artificial intelligence.” The screen on the
iPhone X is about the size of the current iPhone 7
plus, though the phone is smaller. It features
richer colors thanks to a new screen technology
called OLED that other vendors are also rolling
out. But in an embarrassing moment for Apple
Senior Vice President Craig Federighi, the face ID
unlocking did not work on his first attempt dur-
ing the on-stage presentation.

Phones at many prices
Apple executives also stressed the phone’s

capabilities in augmented reality, in which digital
images are overlaid on the real world. But their
remarks suggested that the phone does not have
the full panoply of 3D-sensor chips that some
had expected. Wireless carriers in the United
States, whose fierce battle for customers could
tempt them into renewing the practice of subsi-
dizing phones, immediately began to offer dis-
counts.  T-Mobile US Inc said customers on a pay-
ment plan can trade in their iPhone 6 or newer
and receive up to $300 off over 24 months. 

Sprint Corp CEO Marcelo Claure promised in a
tweet: “Find a better monthly price & we’ll credit
the difference via prepaid card.” AT&T Inc and

Verizon Communications Inc, the dominant
mobile carriers in the United States, have not yet
disclosed their pricing plans.

Apple also introduced the iPhone 8 and
iPhone 8 Plus, which resemble the iPhone 7 line
but have a glass back for wireless charging. The
company said it was working on a new device,
called the AirPower, that would charge all newer
Apple products. The wireless charging uses a
standard called Qi, also used by Samsung
Electronics Co Ltd, which will likely solidify that

technology as the industry standard.  The new
phones all feature Apple’s first proprietary graph-
ics processor, which provides greater speed,
improved cameras and some features for aug-
mented reality apps. 

The company had previously used graphics
chips from Imagination Technologies Group Plc,
which put itself up for sale earlier this year after
Apple said it would make its own technology.  

Apple is moving to design more of the inter-
nal components of the iPhone, squeezing some

suppliers but giving Apple control. The cheapest
of the iPhone 8 models have 64 gigabytes of
memory, up from 32 gigabytes in previous mod-
els, and will sell for $699 and $799. Apple also
noted that for budget-conscious shoppers, there
is now a $349 iPhone SE, similar to the iPhone 5. 

The bump-up in memory for the new phones
should help suppliers of memory chips, and
Apple is now angling to own a piece of the mem-
ory-chip business being sold by Toshiba Corp

The new Series 3 watch will cost $399 and
support a range of third-party apps. Apple has
never released numbers on watch sales, but ana-
lyst Gene Munster with Loup Ventures forecast
the company would sell 26 million in 2018. Also
featured at the launch event was an upgraded
Apple TV that will support the high-resolution
display known as 4K and will feature more pro-
gramming options as Apple steps up efforts to
cut content deals and produce its own shows.

Flashy new campus 
Cook opened the event at the Steve Jobs

Auditorium on Apple’s new campus with a trib-
ute to company co-founder and former CEO
Jobs, who died in 2011.  The Apple building itself
was considered to be Jobs’ final product, and
Cook spent a few minutes boasting about the
design, energy-saving features and public spaces
at the new campus, including a flagship Apple
Store. The theater, never before open to the pub-
lic, features an expansive glass-enclosed lobby,
with two massive white stone staircases leading
down to the auditorium. Inside, the decor is simi-
lar to that of Apple’s stores, with hard maple
flooring and tan leather seats. — Reuters 

MERIDA: The Coromoto ice cream parlor
had it all - chocolate and vanilla for sure,
though also garlic, avocado and even octo-
pus sorbets... but the things you can’t find
in Venezuela any more, like milk and sugar,
means the landmark has had to close for
good. When Manuel Da Silva first opened
its welcoming yellow doors in 1981, the
Heladeria Coromoto offered its clients the
tried and trusted - vanilla, strawberry,
chocolate and coconut flavors.

Until one day, Manuel tried out an avoca-
do sorbet on his customers. “It was a suc-
cess!” says Jose Ramirez, Manuel’s son-in-law
who now runs the business. “He had a crazy
idea and he started to invent, to try things
with meat, with fish,” says Jose. He might
have stopped at chipi-chipi,  a small
Caribbean mollusc, but Manuel was clearly
not a man to hold back on a hunch. New fla-
vors followed when he experimented with
garlic as well as onion flavored ice cream.

Soon Manuel’s imagination knew no lim-
its and the number of wacky flavors, and his
reputation, grew. “People were coming to
try some strange things,” said Luis Marquez,
a young local in the mountain town of
Merida who grew up coming to the
Coromoto. In 1991, just a decade after
opening and a world away from plain old

vanilla, the Heladeria Coromoto got an
entry in the Guinness Book of Records for
providing the most flavors of any ice cream
parlor in the world-at the time, 386.

But Manuel, a Portuguese immigrant, con-
tinued to innovate and play with people’s
tastebuds. Black bean ice cream soon fol-
lowed, chilli, beetroot... up to a staggering 860
flavors. The shop quickly became a key attrac-
tion in Merida, an Andean city of 450,000
which is also known for having the world’s
highest cable-car ride, 4,765 meters above
sea-level. Now it comes highly recommended
in tourist guides such as Lonely Planet and
TripAdvisor. But Venezuela’s deepening eco-
nomic crisis since the collapse of crude oil
prices in 2014 meant it became an ordeal to
source raw materials over the last few years.
“For years we have been suffering from short-
ages and we buy on the black market. We
cannot get products from our traditional sup-
pliers,” said Jose, 56. Up to now, Jose has
always managed to scrape by. “But the situa-
tion got more complicated this year....”

As many Venezuelans battle hunger and
malnutrition because of an economic and
political crisis, some will see it as another
beautiful thing that has gone in a country
dazed from months of often violent
protests that killed 125 people.  — AFP

COLOGNE, Germany: Facebook has tightened
its rules on who can make money from adver-
tising on its network, responding to criticism
that it is too simple for providers of fake news
and sensational headlines to cash in. The
world’s largest social network implemented
the new standards with immediate effect to
make it clearer which publishers can earn
money on Facebook and with what content.
The new standards coincided with an appear-
ance by Chief Operating Officer Sheryl
Sandberg in Germany, one of Facebook’s
toughest critics on hate speech and safe-
guarding privacy. 

Facebook, together with Alphabet ’s
Google, accounts for around two fifths of
internet advertising, which is forecast by con-
sultancy Zenith to grow by 13 percent to $205
billion this year - overtaking television as the
biggest channel for companies to pitch their
wares to consumers.

Marketing executives have criticized
Facebook for failing to ensure that the digital
ads distributed to its more than 2 billion active
users reach their intended audience. 

It has also drawn criticism from major
advertisers for inflating its audience figures
and not adequately tracking ads, which were

sometimes placed alongside content detri-
mental to the brands being promoted. 

Yesterday, Facebook said it would seek
accreditation from the Media Ratings Council,
a US non-profit organization, for audience
measurement services. “We take very seriously
our responsibility to earn and maintain the
trust of people in businesses,” Sandberg told
dmexco, a major digital marketing gathering
in Cologne. “We hear their concerns about safe
environments, about standards, about meas-
urement, and this is critical to us,” she said.
“We’re working hard to roll things out that
give you more control over where your ads
run, and more knowledge about where your
ads run, before, during and after campaign.”

Community standards 
To make money on Facebook in future,

content creators and publishers will have to
comply with its so-called community stan-
dards, which seek to ensure that content is
authentic, not offensive and adheres to its
guidelines. Those publishing content flagged
as misinformation or false news may be ruled
ineligible to profit from Facebook, as would
creators of clickbait and sensationalism,
according to the rules seen by Reuters.

Facebook’s guidelines for monetization
give broad definitions of content that would
be disallowed - including “family entertain-
ment characters engaged in violent, sexual-
ized, or otherwise inappropriate behavior”.

Also covered are depictions of death, casu-
alties and physical injuries in tragedies such as
natural disasters; and content that is incendi-
ary, inflammatory, demeaning or disparaging
towards people or groups. Facebook said it will
provide post-campaign feedback to advertis-
ers that clearly identifies the publishers that
ran their ads. Facebook will also step up its
monitoring of hate speech, adding 3,000 con-
tent reviewers to nearly double the size of its
existing team, Senior Vice President for Global
Marketing Solutions Carolyn Everson said in a
blog post. “As soon as we determine that con-
tent has breached our community standards,
we remove it. With a community as large as
Facebook, however, zero tolerance cannot
mean zero occurrence,” she said.

Germany has led the way in demanding
action on hate speech.  Its parliament passed a
law in June to introduce fines of up to 50 mil-
lion euros ($60 million) for social media net-
works if they fail to remove hateful postings
promptly. — Reuters 
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CUPERTINO: Apple CEO Tim Cook shows new Apple Watch Series 3 products at the Steve
Jobs Theater on the new Apple campus on Tuesday.  

CUPERTINO: Apple CEO Tim Cook, right, and Jonathan Ive, Chief Design Officer shows the new iPhone X in the showroom after the new product announcement at the Steve Jobs Theater on the new Apple campus on Tuesday in
Cupertino, Calif. — AP photos


